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Abstract
The relationship between the nature and the human are always a hot topic. When this relationship collapse the world
experiences a vast change in the environment, climate, weather, food chain, ecosystem, etc. Literature remains as a tool
to express the relationship of the nature and the humans. It began centuries ago. Literature reflects the concern for
biodiversity with the theory of ecocriticism. Texts are evaluated in terms of their environmentally harmful or helpful effects.
This theory is used to analyse selected short stories of Ruskin Bond. They are “An Island of Trees”, “No Room for a
Leopard”, “Copperfield in the Jungle”, “The Tree Lover”, “The Cherry Lover” and “All Creatures Great and Small” by
Ruskin Bond. This paper attempts to analyse the texts with environment supporting aspects.

Literature is the outcome of nature, culture, tradition of
the people in the world. Writers and poets have never
failed to build an intimate relationship between human and
nature. Biodiversity of a country and the world is
interrelated with the civilisation and culture of the particular
environment. When there is disturbance in the civilisation
the relationship between the humans and the animals can
be totally washed away. Then the nature has to face
extinction. In today’s world there are changes happening in
biodiversity, ecological changes which lead to increase in
temperature and naturally the environment is harmed.
Therefore, concern for biodiversity and ecology is most
needed.

Literature portrayed nature as strong and beautiful.
This portrayal of beauty and strength can be traced to the
romantic age. When industrial revolution raised its hood
literature was occupied by the developments of industries.
But literature was not aware of the calamities it is going to
cause to the nature’s strength and beauty. As time went,
writers wished to tell the future that the earth is going
declined with its beauty. People started realising the
deteriorating situation of the nature by the second half of
the twentieth century. Then the environmentalist came into
the frame to talk about it.

Ecocriticism is literary and a criticism of culture from
an environmentalist point of view. The texts are criticised in
terms of their environmentally harmful or helpful effects.
Myths, believes and ideologies are calculated for criticism
of a work of art. Ecocritics criticise the history of concepts
to help realize the cultural developments that have paved

way to the present global ecological catastrophes through
the intersection of literature, culture and the physical
environment. They are interested by the direct implications
of the ecological crisis in the text.

Environmentalism is the concept which gave rise to
the –ism of ecocriticism. Environmentalism was popular
during the second half of the twentieth century which was
introduced in response to give awareness on the growing
environmental catastrophes. The term ‘Ecocriticism’ was
used by the US critic William Rueckert in 1978.
Ecocriticism expanded to use literary and cultural theory by
the early 1990s with the formation of the Association for the
study of literature and Environment (ASLE). This was
founded in 1992 at a meeting of the US Western Literature
Association. The tradition of nature bias started in US with
Thoreau, Muir, Abbey and Dillard. The first British critic to
use this term was Jonathan Bate in his Romantic Ecology
(1991). India experienced colonialism and though Indian
fiction was abandoned with the themes of colonial rules
ecology remained in the backdrop.

More than prose and fiction, Indian poetry showed
much interest in depicting ecological chaos. The major
poets expressed the themes of ecology are Sarojini Naidu,
Aurobindo Ghosh, Rabindranath Tagore and later in Nizzim
Ezekiel, A. K. Ramanujam, Kamala Das and others. The
importance for environment was realised and many writers
depicted it through prose fiction. The fiction writers and the
works are Raja Rao in Kanthapuraand The Serpent and
the Rope, R. K. Narayan in The Dark Room, Bhabani
Bhattacharya in So Many Hungers, Kamala Markandya in
Nectar in Sieveand many others.
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In the later phase it was popular among the works of
writers like Anita Desai, Manoj Das and Ruskin Bond. Their
love for the beauty of nature can be senses through the
depiction of the characters, circumstances, emotions and
through the characters’ direct concern for ecology. Not only
novels gained the attention of ecology but also the short
stories which offers an ample works for ecological reading.
Ruskin Bond is one of the writers whose works dominates
with the theme of ecology. Through his short stories for
children he has attempted to imbibe the importance of
nature in them.

Ruskin Bond’s first novel is The Room on the Roof,
which was written when he was seventeen years old. He
has written novellas, essays, poems and children’s book.
He has written more than 500 short stories and articles that
are published in magazines and has gained much attention
of the readers. He received John Llewellyn Rhys Memorial
Prize in 1957, SahityaAkademi Award in 1992, the Padma
Shri in 1999 and the Padma Bhushan in 2014. His both
place was Kausali in Himachal Pradesh but he grew up in
Jamnagar, Dehradun, New Delhi and Shimla. His works
mainly depict the characters of children growing up and
getting maturity through danger and experience. It is bound
with metaphors and imageries. The natural scenic beauty
mainly occupy as the setting of his stories. The following
short stories also depict the ecological perspective. They
are,
 An Island of Trees
 No Room for a Leopard
 Copperfield in the Jungle
 The Tree Lover
 The Cherry Tree
 All Creatures Great and Small

An Island of Trees
This shot story presents Bond’s total understanding

with nature, and his love for animals. This consists of
characters that the children would love and projects the
importance of nature to the children through this story. The
story revolves around the animals like grumpy bear, a
crazy bat, owls, a shy chameleon, a naughty hornbill, a
goat called Pari and an adorable monkey interests the
children. The story is in dialogue form which happens
between Koki and the Grandmother. Grandmother starts
narrating the story of the trees that are planted by the great

grandfather in love for the animals and their shelter. The
conversation happens beneath the Jackfruit tree. She
narrates the beauty of the leaves, stems and the barks of
the old trees. She personifies the trees. This story conveys
the importance of planting trees for the purpose of
preventing the soil erosion; deforestation and the
importance forest in maintain the ecosystemwhich is
evident through the lines uttered by the great grandfather
of Koki: “We are planting it for the earth and for the birds
and animals who live on it and need more food and shelter”
(58).

No Room for a Leopard
This story is published in A Bond with the Mountains

in 1998. This story is about the extinction of the cat family
because of the skin export of leopards by killing them.
Bond decided to give awareness on the extinction of the
leopards through this story. This extinction is caused by the
deforestation done by the people and the animals move to
the valleys inhabited by the human beings. In this story the
protagonist get close to the animals in the forest. Every
animal were able to recognise his footsteps when he
comes in the forest. One such leopard trusted the man and
showed love towards him but when the adults encountered
the leopard they did not even give a second thought to kill
that for its skin. In this story Ruskin Bond writes his
genuine concern for the animal: “The leopard, like other
members of the cat family, is nearing extinction in India,
and I was surprised to find one so close to Mussoorie”
(259).

Copperfield in the Jungle
The story was first published in Tigers For Ever 1996.

It is considered to be an autobiographical story. This tells
us how Bond was not interested in hunting but loves
reading. She disliked the Shikaris whose job is to hunt the
animals for food and also for money. The young boy finds it
boring. He is not interested in killing animals. His uncle
Henry takes him to the forest of the Siwalik Hills and they
stay there for a week. In the meantime of hunting, he is left
alone in the rest house where he finds books and starts
reading. At the end of the week they were able to hunt only
one deer and two wild fowls. But the young boy returned
with a half finished novel of Dickens. This story portrays the
dark heart of the hunters who hunt only for fun and money
and they do not even think about the ecosystem getting
disturbed.
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The Tree Lover
This story is about the love that Rusty’s grandfather

had on trees. It depicts that when we give love to the trees
and they love us back. Bond’s fascination towards the
nature is vivid through the story. His description of nature
through the words in the story shows his urge to care for
nature and the biodiversity. Rusty in his words tells the love
of grandfather for planting trees which would pave way for
the food and shelter of the animals. Rusty says that the
grandfather’s love was not one sided and he could sense
the love that the trees had on him. It speaks the human’s
bond with nature. The main thing about the story is to
create awareness among the children who are the next
generation to take care of the ecosystem.

The Cherry Tree
The story is narrated in the third person narration. This

revolves around the concepts of duty, perseverance,
responsibility and pride. The story takes place in
Mussoorie. The child digs the land and he plants the seed
of a cherry tree and then he forgets about it. But as winter
passes, the seed gives rise to a twig with tiny leaves. He
notices the twig and is so happy in having seen the grown
cherry tree and his grandfather advises him to take care of
the plant. It grew taller as seasons passed. They were
happy looking at the flowers that bloomed from the tree.
The cherry tree is considered as a symbol of survival as it
has survived itself from goats and withstood all the
seasons and has grown into a big tree giving fruits and
flowers. Rakesh, the boy looks at it as it has been his pride
one. He grew it himself. The bond between Rakesh and the
tree is care and nature. This story creates a moment of
pride to the children when they grow a tree on their own.
This can help other children to grow trees and help save
the biodiversity.

All Creatures Great and Small
In this story, the theme of connection, affection,

friendship, anger, power and preservation are dealt with.
This story is in first person narration. The love and care for
animals is depicted in this story. The reader can explore
that there is a connection between the animals and the
humans. The young boy, the grandfather and the
grandmother are so fond of the animals. This is a story of a

python entering the bedroom and gets attracted by its own
reflection in the mirror. Ruskin Bond has portrayed the
narcissist attitude in the story through the python. Bond has
not considered them as inferior but brings out the
ecological importance through them. This story helps in
realisation of the fact that each and every little animal are
important in maintaining the ecosystem in the world.

In today’s world people in the society stopped living as
families. The above analysed short stories depict not only
the theme of ecological chaos experienced by the humans
but also the need for the family environment. To show case
this Ruskin Bond has attempted the story telling with
grandfather and grandmother who are absent in today’s
nuclear families. The importance of trees and animals are
portrayed in the short stories by Ruskin Bond. To avoid the
natural disasters of soil erosion, increase in temperature,
melting of icebergs leading to the rise of sea level can be
reduced by planting trees and also through balancing the
biodiversity through reforestation. This paper stresses over
the aspect of ecological balance.
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